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That tingling sensation running up and down your spine when the wind blows. The push that makes the sand
move when the tide comes in. The tightness in your chest when you're angry or sad and the way it loosens
when you're elated or in love. It's what makes sun burn skin and some eyes shine brighter than others.
Large doses of it from violent acts by nature cause rapid change, quickened evolution-punctuated equilibri
um. Surrounding species are forced to adapt.
It's energy. Turn the page.
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When Waldorf children enter the first grade, they are
Mrs. Cynthia Hoffman approaches the classroom

introduced to the teacher who they will continue to grow with for

door with a genuine smile. She greets each of her students with

the next eight years. The bond that is created between each child

a handshake and a "good morning."

and his or her classmates will continue to strengthen throughout

The class frolics to their desks while chatting and

their time in the Waldorf School. As the years go on and the chil

chuckling with each other. After everyone is inside the room,

dren get older, the relationships they form with their teacher and

one child dressed in jeans and a T-shirt walks playfully to the

each other are essential to their learning process.
"Having the same teacher for all those years is some
thing that I appreciated and was definitely beneficial to me,"
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said 21-year-old Waldorf graduate Ian Home.
Since they remain with the same students from the first
day of school until the last, each teacher writes a unique
poem for every child at the beginning of each year. These

front of the class and lights the morning candle. As soon as

poems are affirmations of the child's strengths and recognize what

the candle is lit, the chattering stops, and each child acts as if

the child needs to work on. The children recite these poems week

they are in a sacred place.

ly on the day of the week they were born.

As the lit candle glows in the front of the classroom like

Waldorf teachers have great challenges that they must

a single shining star in a darkened sky, the fifth-grade children

overcome on a yearly basis. Since they graduate grades with their

stand behind their desks and recite the morning verse together.

students, they must work on being familiar with the material at

They stretch their arms to the sky and begin to say, "I look into the

every grade level. Their goal is to present and teach the curricu

world where the sun is shining,* in which the stars are sparkling,*

lum in a way that will spark the students' minds.

in which the stones repose ... I look into the soul that lives within

As the fifth-grade class finished their four-week lesson

my being,* the world-creator moves in sunlight and in soul-light...

on Egypt, Mrs. Hoffman ignited the artistic side of her students by

I will now turn my heart to beg that strength and blessing, to learn

having the children make Egyptian pyramids out of clay. These

and work, may grow within my inmost being."

pyramid molds also added some creativity to the decor as they

The children's voices are clear and crisp while their
body movements are energetic and alive.

remained on display in the classroom.
Perhaps the

children's splashes

of creative

color

After the candle's flame is blown out, the students

throughout the classroom were substitutes for the clocks that had

retrieve their wooden one-octave flutes. They begin to play a song

been intentionally forgotten through the interior designing of the

together. They perform the song in rounds-first the girls and then

quaint room. Since passing hours, minutes and seconds are not to

the boys.

be of concern to any child in any classroom in the Waldorf School,
This small fifth-grade classroom at the Whatcom

Hills Waldorf School is lined only with a few chalkboards, a

the only trace of time that was present in Mrs. Hoffman's class
room was the small watch that hugged her wrist.

fish bowl, and two rows of six small desks. The windows

It is the responsibility of the teacher to keep the rhythm

allow the outside light into the classroom, and it shines like

of the day. The children's responsibilities are their projects and

a spotlight onto the students miniature clay pyramids that line

lessons,* concern with time should not interrupt the day's learning.

the table in the back of the room.

Children of the Waldorf School won't be able to

The underlying philosophy of the Waldorf School is

give directions to Sesame Street since their parents have

that through every subject and lesson, the head, heart and hands

agreed not to introduce them to Big Bird or Mr.Hogers

must be stimulated. The goal of the school is to educate the entire

through a television screen.

child and enable each child to find his or her own individual path

"Kindergarteners learn by imitation and children

through life. The teachers want the children to have a deep under

who watch a lot of television end up imitating the television

standing of who they are by the time they leave.

screen," Kindergarten teacher Janet Jewell said. "There is a

peaceful response to taking children off the television/'
Mrs. Hoffman agrees with Jewell that anything that comes between children
and their teacher inhibits the child's intake of knowledge.
"Computers can be a useful tool, but children have to learn how to
think first," Hoffman said.
Computers are not found in a Waldorf Elementary School. They are
later introduced to students in high school.
Waldorf education originally began in Germany, just months after the end
of World War I. Emil Molt, director of the Waldorf-Astoria cigarette company in
Stuttgart, asked Rudolph Steiner to design a school that would educate human
beings to create a just and peaceful society. Steiner believed that every human
being has an eternal spiritual essence. He wanted to create a system of educa
tion that would nurture all dimensions of the human being-physical, emotion
al, intellectual, moral and spiritual. The first Waldorf school opened in Stuttgart
in 1919 with 175 students and eight teachers. Today, over 5DD Waldorf Schools
are cultivating the minds of many children all over the United States.
The Waldorf emphasis is on learning and not the evaluation of a
child's performance. The stress of exams and grades is not felt by Waldorf
students. The performance of the child is stressed, but for reasons other
than grade evaluations. Parents and teachers stress the importance of
learning because learning is a life-long process.
"From Kindergarten through third-grade, children learn best through
movement," Second-grade Teacher Joseph Doucette said. "Memory is
attached to movement. The memory lives in the body and that is why we
engage the body in memory and memorization."

ji;

During the second-grade, students begin to learn addition and sub
traction. To help the children learn, many of the lessons are taught ver-

I

bally or are game oriented. During the games, children use different
kinds of body movement to increase memorization.

*

As the children get older, less emphasis is placed on movement, howev
er, the imagination is still a vital part of the education.
"The ability to be imaginative loses out when there is too much acade
mics. The children have to feel emotion about what they are doing in order to
grasp the concepts," Mrs. Hoffman said. "If the children's head, hearts and hands

^

have not been touched, then the lesson has been unsuccessful."

!

Kari Boyd, 21-year-old Waldorf graduate, agrees with Hoffman. "I liked the balance
of the school. The education was supportive in letting me become who I am."
Boyd is presently at Fairhaven college where she is designing her own degree. Her
younger sister also reaped the benefits from attending a Waldorf school.
"Waldorf kids look at life like their school," 18-year-old Waldorf graduate Marthe
Boyd said. "When I am told something, 1 remember it and digest it."
Boyd graduated from high school early and is presently taking some time off from
school to travel until she figures out what she wants to do.
Waldorf education focuses on the entire child and educating the entire child. The sup
port and effort of teachers and parents is required for this educational system to work.
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"What I really like is the reverence
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□f underlying values to the natural world and
Vi

the spiritual undertones/' said Chris Phillips,
a member of Whatcom Hills Waldorf School

11

board of directors and parent. "The school's
style is consistent with my political perspec
tives and spiritual nature."

'

\

The board of directors is responsible
for increasing and tracking incoming funds at the Whatcom Hills
Waldorf School. The board is made up of eight members who
must find ways to raise money for the school since, as a private
institution, it is not subsidized by the state.
Families pay $4,000 a year to send their children to
the Whatcom Hills Waldorf School, but scholarships are avail
able. Tuition is important because it keeps the school running,however, the school strives to recruit families who believe in the
philosophy of the Waldorf education.
"More than anything, we want balanced children
... academia is important, but human relationships is the
most important thing in life, and that is what we try to teach
our children," Mrs. Hoffman said.
This year's fifth-grade students at the Whatcom
Hills Waldorf School may be lighting candles, reciting a
morning verse, tooting their wooden flutes, and building
clay pyramids. But, these small parts of their education are
enlightening students with who they are and their infinite
capabilities for their future.
After the Waldorf students graduate from the
eighth grade at the Waldorf Elementary School, many will
go on to Waldorf high schools and some will mainstream
into public education.
Waldorf students have consistently done well on
standardized tests. The average SAT score for a graduated
class of American Waldorf High School students was IBS
points higher than the national average, and 178 points
above the math average. Dne-third of these students placed
in the top 2 percent of the nation.
Warren B. Eickelberg of Aldephi University said,
"Waldorf students are caring people,- creative students,individuals of identifiable values and students who, when
they speak, make a difference" ^
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The court consists of 300 square yards
of roughly surfaced concrete. Two brownish
steel poles sit across from each other no
more than 75-feet apart. Connected to each
pole is a square, wooden backboard with
chipped white paint. Wood splinters hang
from the bottom of the backboard as a result
of years of cotton T-shirts brushing against it.
Attached to each backboard is a rusty,
orange, steel rim. One of the rims hangs just
over nine feet from the ground, while the
other hangs just under 10 feet. Both rims
lean slightly to the downhill side of the
court. Linked metal loops dangle from each
rim forming nets with their x-shaped pat
terns. On the higher rim, the back three
links of metal have become disengaged
from their proper location.
All the local playground legends are out
No irritating, droning alarm dock noises, no

today. Bingo, a scrawny-looking thirty

annoying T-man harassing me out of my early

something with rec specs and blue jeans

morning slumber and no sudden bursts of hor

can always be found at the courts. His hair

ror from oversleeping my 8 o'clock class. Just

is consistently uncombed, and he never

the sun sneaking through my shades and glis

wears a hat. Bingo is the equivalent to

tening my forehead, waking me slowly. 1

Woody Harrelson's character in White Men

haven't got a care in the world. I'm not con

Can't Jump. He may not look the part of a

cerned about my midterm on Tuesday or

prime-time bailer, but he never misses the

about the paper due on Thursday. I don't

ID-foot jumper. He earned the nickname

care when the rent is due or how late the

Bingo because when hitting a jumper he

phone bill is. Today, I'm playing basketball.

launches his arms into the air and whis

An 8-foot high, gray chain-link fence
greets me as I exit my car. As I walk

pers "bingo", usually alarming an unsus

through the opening in the fence, I begin to

pecting opponent.
Jahu, a former standout at the local

feel the adrenaline start to pump. The play

high school, relives his glory days every

ground court, surrounded by fencing on

afternoon by showing the new crop how

three sides, has a distinct prison feel. On

basketball is supposed to be played. His

the fourth side sits a horseshoe shaped,

quick first step, deft shooting touch and

red-brick school building that has an early

wide shoulders make him a tough defen

ISODs single-room schoolhouse charm.

sive assignment. Jahu is the court's

Two large plate-glass windows sit seven

unappointed leader. He usually spear

or eight feet off the ground at the end of

heads the start of games and is the

each side.

ambassador of goodwill during the

The area inside the horseshoe is
closed off by the same style gray, chain-

occasional tense situation.
Today, I'm teaming up with the

link fencing. In the summer, the blanket

P-town crew: Bell, Cereal Pete,

and other belongings of a homeless

and Horn dogg. We're called the

man can be seen inside the area. An

P-town crew because we all hail

old, porcelain water fountain inside the

from the basketball haven of

closed-off courtyard tempts sweaty,

Puyallup. We've been playing

thirsty bailers with a constant trickling

ball together for years and

of water.

have the most important
ingredient needed to win in
pick-up basketball-chem
istry.

rm

man," Horn replies. "I remember back in
the day when we could come down and
play for three straight and not even be
Bell is known throughout the area for his
high rises (good jumping ability). High rises
are an integral part in most playground

sore the next day. I'm going to need a
masseuse after this one."
The next foursome will provide us a

hoops games because of the lack of regula

challenge. Jahu has sat three games in

tion height hoops. A person with high rises

order to secure a decent team. We pick

can crash the boards and get easy buckets.

the high hoop, so they get first opportu

He is also our go-to guy; the person we

nity to score.

want to shoot the ball when the game's on
the line.
Cereal Pete, given the nickname for his

"Check," says Jay, as he bounces the
ball to Cereal to begin the game.
Jay is one of the best players at the

love of Fruity Pebbles, is our team's catalyst.

court today. He's just over B-feet-tall with

He argues every call, scraps for every loose

great leaping ability and a nice jumper,-

ball and guards the other team's best player.

his game is smooth. He wears a plain

Cereal usually makes the other teams play

black mesh tanktop, white shorts, a pair

ers so mad that they fail to remember the

of knee-high length socks that have been

fundamentals of the game.

layered down to the middle of his calf

Horn dogg provides the intangibles: a

and white Nikes,- nothing too flashy. Jay

winning attitude, a solid work ethic and the

lets his game speak for itself. He's never

ability to work well within the team's frame

at the same court for more than a few

work. He received his nickname because of

days at a time, so it's hard to get a good

his last name's likeness to a popular chil

grasp on ways to stop him. He likes to

dren's dinner, the corndog.

mix it up.
The game goes back and forth for 15

I don't really provide anything to our
foursome, but I'm a nice guy. The others feel
bad for me, so, they let me tag along.
The word "next" suddenly echoes
through the air. It's our time to show the
world what we're made of.
Our opponents, a bunch of pretty-boy
high school-age punks, choose to go
towards the high hoop first, so we get the
ball to start the game. We dispose of them in
no less than 15 minutes.
"Hey, get your garbage off the court,"
Bell yells to the group as they continue to
mull near the hoop despite their recent shel
lacking.
"Were we like that in high school?"
Cereal asks, referring to their lack of respect
and terrible attitudes.
"Nah, we were good," Bell replies, as the
rest of us chuckle.
"Remember the little piece of shit that
tried to pull a gun on us last year," Cereal
says, referring to our run-in with a junior
high-aged kid who didn't like our style of
ball.
"Yeah, what a joke. What was he like
13, maybe 14," Bell says.
"What's happened to the world we live
in?" Cereal asks sarcastically. "Can't we play
ball without fearing for our lives?"
Dur next three opponents are equally
unimpressive as the pretty boys. We win
12-7, 12-7 and 12-9 barely breaking a
sweat.
"Bamn Horn, my legs are getting a little
worn," I say, letting everyone know why my
shot won't fall.
"We're getting old

minutes. The game is tied 8-8 when

Cereal steals the ball from a greasy guy
named Jason and passes to Bell who
throws down a thunderous dunk that
brings oohs and aahs from those waiting to
play.
''No bucket/' Jason yells. "I got fouled."
"Funk that/' Cereal retorts.

meal. All the collard greens. I want some of

"No check up, I got fouled," Jason says.

those chitlins. I like pig's feet."

"Call it when you get fouled," Cereal

"Now son, didn't I tell you to take out the

snaps. "Not five minutes later after we've

trash last night," Bell and Horn dogg chime in

already scored. 9-8 your ball."

while we resume the game. Bell takes the part

"8-8 bitch," Jason yaps back.

of the dog catcher father and Horn the part of

"Jason check it up, 9-8," Jahu inter

the son, Craig.

cedes.
"Hell no, Jahu, I got fouled," Jason
replies.
"We'll get the next call," Jahu says.
Jahu checks the ball to Jason, and he
immediately goes strong to the basket
throwing up a wild shot.

"Yeah."
"Then why didn't you do it?"
"I fell asleep."
"I wish you were sleeping right now. I'd
knock you upside the head with a left hook
and make you take out the trash."
We continue to spew movie lines for the

"Stay here," Jason yells, "I got fouled."

rest of the game. Jason continues to bitch

Sensing the frustration mounting, I try

about every play. His strategy works, and we

to do my best to lighten up the situation.
"Pete, every time I come in the kitchen,
you in the kitchen," I say in my best Pops
from the movie Friday voice. "Eating all the
goddamn food. All the chicken. All the hog

lose 13-11.
"I hate playing with that piece of trash,"
Cereal says, talking about Jason.
"Remember when we were playing in
Parkland last year and him and that Joseph
guy argued for over a half an hour," I add.
'Teah, and then when Joseph lost, he
wouldn't get off the court," Horn says.
'M I'm saying, is just play the game. He
knows half the crap he calls is bull," Bell says.
"Have a little respect for the game and those
around you."
We sit on the steps of the elementary
school conversing about various topics: how
old we're getting, how good the Sonics are,
how hard each of our school's are, and why it
is we can't just play basketball for the rest of
our lives.
"I think I know why we can't play basket
ball the rest of our lives," Horn dogg says.
"Why's that," I reply, expecting some
lengthy philosophical answer.
"Because we have to eat and pay rent,"
Horn dogg says.
As we finally pass through the prison
gates and enter back into the real world, I start
to think about life. I start to think about my
darn paper due on Thursday and my test on
Tuesday. I think about how little money I have
and how much of a slacker I am. Suddenly
like a gift from the heavens. Bell rescues me
from my anxieties.
"Hey fellas," Bell says. "Same time tomor
row?"
'Teah," the rest of us answer in harmony,
"tomorrow." ®
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Brian Hoara settles into the seat
□f the rusty, multi-celored Volkswagen Bus.

in the thick sand, he draws his pistol

obstacle, he rises upward and his head

and fires at three targets.

swivels back and forth,

surveying the

The smell of gunpowder and vinyl com

With grace and simplicity, he

grassy berm in front of him. Hoare begins

bines and forms an unpleasant aroma. This

leaves two dime-sized holes in each one.

his assault on the remaining eight targets

tired bus has lost its front windshield and

He lowers his gun and smoke billows from

with award-winning precision.

all four tires crave air.

the barrel of his .45 caliber handgun. The

Hoare finishes the course with

steering

scent of gunpowder fills the air. Hoare turns

accuracy and speed, empties the chamber

wheel at the traditional spots of 10 and

quickly and his Indiana Jones-style hat

of his gun, and with the approval of the

2, the bus

aches under his weight.

whistles in the wind as he moves—readying

range officer, he holsters his weapon-

Poised

action,

him for the remaining targets.

relaxing his tense body. Small beads of per

As

for

he

grips

the

Hoare

looks

out

through the bus and surveys the scene

Fighting for footing in the thick

spiration trickle down the Canadian resi

sand, he ducks under the obstacle in front

dent's brow, a man with 20 years shooting

Eager to let out its wail, the

of him and drops his single-stack, steel

experience, as he finishes the last stage of

buzzer sounds and Hoare exits the vehi

magazine. Quickly, he slams a new, fully

an

cle with silky precision. Firmly planted

loaded one into the gun. Now past the

Confederation (IPSC) course.

ahead of him.

Story by Josh Godfrey
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About a mile from 1-5, near the small town
of Custer, is Custer Sportsman's Club. Surrounded by
anorexic Aspen trees, a building sits just off the road,
resembling a moose lodge. Dingy green curtains line
the pane-glass windows, and a single stack chimney
stretches to the clear blue skies.
Next to the larger building is a lonely mobile
home seemingly nestled up to its larger partner for
warmth and comfort under the brisk morning chill.
As the sun creeps up over the frost-covered
hills, it begins to awaken the small, lonely town of Custer.
The fresh country air mixes with the scent of pine, and a
hint of manure swirls about contestant's noses.
"Dn the average, we have 25 to 30 partici
pants in the matches, but we have had as many as 92
people," said 53-year-old Range Officer Kim Gorham.
"We have people come from as far as Olympia and
Canada to compete in our matches."
Gorham began shooting in IPSC matches
four years ago. Today, she is first place in the state
within her division: women's open C-class.
"That and a dime won't buy you a cup of
coffee, but I love it, and I'm proud of what I've done
so far," Gorham said.
The constant popping sound of hand-guns
reverberates through the area-waking up any creature
still in a morning somber.
A variety of people gather in this place. Demographic
differences separate them, but one common bond brings them
together-a love of guns.
IPSC competitions are held at Custer, a small town 15
minutes from Bellingham, the first week of every month with
matches rotating to different locations around the state.
"The first Sunday of the month, the matches are held

accuracy and overall speed.
"One of the challenges to the sport is trying to fig
ure out the blend of speed and accuracy," Shoemaker said.
"In some stages, speed is everything and others, like larg
er field courses, put a large premium on accuracy."
A rule or guideline that never strays too far
from his mind is Shoemaker's first law of IPSC, which is
more of a joke than anything.
"My first rule to IPSC is that accuracy is the byprod
uct of uncontrolled speed," Shoemaker said.

at Custer. Then they rotate from Kirkland, to Marysville and

The unique thing about IPSC matches is the variety

then to Renton," said IPSC Chairman Floyd Shoemaker. "It's

of courses available for the shooter. Each one combines vast

truly a love for the sport and for the competition that draws

ly different skills and talents.

people here. You'll see all types of people competing against
each other here today."

"There are basically two different kinds of courses:
field courses and speed courses," said Western student and

Put simply, IPSC matches comprise roughly six dif

gun enthusiast Tom Degan. "Each course offers something dif

ferent courses, each demanding different talents. Each shoot

ferent to the individual shooter. The field courses require the

er must follow the designated instructions-hitting the targets

shooter to move around and hit different targets, where the

a specific number of times, and worrying about shooting

speed courses require little movement if any."

Despite the competitive nature of these ceurseS/ the
final result is far less than the personal satisfaction
each shooter gets.
"I just enjoy the challenge because it's a mental
challenge to be able to control your speed and not let your
speed get beyond your accuracy," Hoare said. "It's nice
when you come out on top, hut the real joy is the person
al battle that goes on inside of you."
Observing a group of contestants in their
4Ds, a bond begins to form throughout the day. Jokes
are made, nicknames are formed, and although no one
knows the person next to them, there is a kinship of
sorts between them.
"What most people don't understand is that
shooters feel that they are looked down upon because
of the sport they love," Degan said. "So when any new
shooter comes into the group, we just want to make
them feel welcome."
Sure, the shooters come to compete, make
friendships, and improve on their marksmanship, but
always foremost in their thoughts is safety. The handling of
guns, ammunition and all related items is something not
taken lightly. If not taken seriously, and careless gunplay
does happen, the ramifications can be deadly.
"I always use extreme care when handling
guns, but maybe that's because I've been around them
so long," Hoare said. "IPSC is very strict about safe
ty, and right they should be. No one wants to see
unsafe gun handling."
If you are just starting out in this game of sport,
IPSC pays close attention to you and your growth as a gun
handler. Before competing in the first match, you must pass

Degan, in his third IPSC match, is

also

impressed with the level of safety at the Custer matches.
"The practices of safety at all ranges like
Custer are more than just the standard operating procedure-it's a way of life," Degan said. "When around
or shooting guns, safety should always come first, and
it always does. Shooting an IPSC competition is prob
ably safer than playing golf."
Shoemaker concurs and is very proud of
IPSC's track record.
"I know of no bullet-related injuries in the
states. I've heard of some overseas, but there has been no
fatalities that I've ever heard about."
Safety, camaraderie and a pure love for the
sport keep these people coming back to Custer-a haven
for the outdoor sportsman. Sometimes dressed in Army
fatigues, these grown men and women participate in a
real-life game of cops and robbers. The courses emulate
self-defense situations that the contestants have to react to.
IPSC matches are fascinating and can be
somewhat obscure or frightening to a person not com
fortable around guns. However, at a closer look, the
safety and enjoyment is evident, and it's easy to under
stand why this little-known sport is such a large part of
the participant's heart-especially upon competing my
first IPSC match.

a safety check, show your gun handling skills to an IPSC
authority and then prove your ability on the course.
"If you are a new shooter, we don't allow you to
run or shoot in a hurry," Shoemaker said. "Also, the new
shooters are coached by either a range officer or another
shooter every step of the way. Dur main concern is that the
shooters are safe while they compete."
Western student Jeff Faubion just recently
got involved in IPSC and likes what he sees. Faubion
has been shooting guns since he was 12 years old but
never quite like this.
"I've never shot competitively before, and this
really opened my eyes to the competitive sport of
shooting," Faubion said. "I was also really impressed
at how they take care of their new shooters. Each
step of the way, someone was coaching me."
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'"Dn the first day I just thought how the people in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki must have felt, and in the whole sur
rounding area that got blasted. You are uncontrollably ill. There
is no stopping the nausea for six to seven hours. Everything
goes haywire for the first three to four hours and after that you
are just dead on the floor/' said Peader MacMahon. "When you
are actually receiving the radiation, you have a subtle feeling
that something is passing through your body. I like to think of
radiation as being a natural healer,-1 consider it part of every

of

day life as it is emanating from every point."
MacMahon, 37, a Bellingham musician and survivor
of a recent battle with testicular cancer almost immediately
became inured by the austere, sparse walls that frame the hos
pital room where he received radiation treatments daily for four
weeks. The room's tranquil ambiance is eclipsed by the omi
nous stature of the heavy machinery.
The stolid silence that permeates within the room is
unnerved by the shrill tones of a buzzer that bleeds from over
head speakers. Dozens of eyes shoot impenetrable gazes
toward the patient through video cameras that line the plates of
glass that flank the exterior of the room. Doctors, loved ones and
the curious stand by as peers of the patient.
The utter isolation that MacMahon experienced dur
ing his daily visits to a local hospital for radiation treatments
was compounded by the "horrible" New Age music used as a
relaxation method. The low-tempo droning fills the room, no
more relaxing than the monotony of the buzzer.
Within minutes, the patient will rise from the crisp
white sheets and supine pillows, the soft moan of the buzzer will
acquiesce to time, and the of New Age music will dissolve.
MacMahon will pass through the doors, this time to exit, only to
return tomorrow for just another in a series of radiation treat
ments to curb the onset of his cancer.
"What the radiation machines are doing is har
vesting the natural energy of the earth and directing in a
positive

way toward your body to

stop

a

mutation,"

MacMahon continued, relaying with candor the weeks spent
in radiation and its effects, "and to readdress what has hap
pened inside the body by shaking your cells and destroying
the cells that don't need to be there."
It was a spring day in April of 1997 when
MacMahon discovered a lump on the exterior of his right
testicle while doing yoga. Initial diagnosis: an infection, treat
able with antibiotics and anti-inflammatory medications. But
as the weeks lagged and the infection flourished with nag
ging persistency, MacMahon visited a Bellingham neurolo
gist who performed an ultra sound, insistent that it was like
ly nothing more than an infection.
"The doctors told me that it was an infection and if
it stayed uncomfortable that the epididymis [a tube-like part
of the flesh on the exterior of the testis] could be removed,
which was

a

routine

surgical

procedure,"

MacMahon

explained, his ebony hair, graced with brushes of silver, glis
tened in the stray streaks of sunlight.
Two months later, MacMahon went back to have the
surgery, which was a success. However, the appearance of the
removed epididymis seemingly alarmed his doctors who, unbe
knownst to MacMahon, sent the epididymis tissue to the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Center in Seattle for further tests.
"Two weeks after my surgery, I had an appoint
ment to go back to have my surgical wound examined and

body

when I went in to see my doctor he told me to sit down, and
that he had something serious to tell me," MacMahon
recalled, his hands feverishly clutching a freshly rolled ciga
rette. '"He told me I had Seminoma [type I] testicular cancer,
that it had spread outside of my testicle, and that I had to go
straight-away to have a cat scan and further X-rays.'"
It was at this meeting, in September of 1997, that
MacMahon was apprised that his right testical would have to be
removed to hinder the likelihood that the cancer could spread,
even though it was detected in its early stage.
According to the National Cancer Institute, testicular
cancer is one of the most common cancers in men between the
ages of 15 and 34. Remarkably, most testicular cancers are
found through self-detection or by accident. Typically, testicular
cancer is treated with surgery, radiation therapy and chemother
apy. Besides the conspicuous symptom of a lump in either tes
ticle, the National Cancer Institute cites other symptoms that
include heaviness in the scrotum,- a dull ache in the lower
abdomen or groin,- a sudden collection of fluid in the scrotum,and/or pain or discomfort in a testicle or scrotum.
Save for the discovery of the lump on his testis and
a mild decline in energy, MacMahon was in good health. He was
unaware that with the diagnosis, which came on a Wednesday,
he'd be in surgery the following Monday. From the outset,
MacMahon couched the pending operation in an optimistic per
spective unfathomable to most if under the same circumstances.
"When I was on the operating table I started to think
about life and death, and why we are here. The fact that they
are going to remove a part of your body is very strange,"
MacMahon said, pausing briefly to roll another cigarette and
indulge in the occasional sip of pungent, amber Irish tea. "As
human beings we have such an amazingly sentimental attach
ment to our body. We are living in this vessel. I'm much happi
er that my testicle was removed rather than one of my fingers.
I'd hate to lose a finger because I play music. I decided that los
ing a body part was no big deal, really. [We] have two testicles,
the other one is working fine and everything will be okay.
"The whole idea of dying was very strange, though.
The biggest decision I thought about was 'if I am dying, where
do I want to die?,' he continued. "As an immigrant, it was
whether I wanted to go home to die or stay here in Bellingham."
He frankly added, "I would stay here."
Bellingham is thousands of miles and a few time
zones away from MacMahon's native home, Limerick City,
west of Ireland. One of six siblings, five boys and one girl,
MacMahon

grew

up

in

a

traditional

Catholic

family.

MacMahon harbors tender memories of his childhood grow
ing up as the son of an engineer, his father, and a compas
sionate, artistic mother, in an industrial, gritty town recog
nized principally for its thriving arts and music scenes.
In 1989, visas were being disseminated, via a lot
tery system, to Irish people striving to gain legal entrance into
the United States. When the lottery came up MacMahon was
stuck in what he deemed "a good but boring" public relations
and marketing job in Dublin. He put his name in and got a
visa. Aware of the location of a plethora of relatives through
out Alaska and the Pacific Northwest, MacMahon planned on
stopping through Washington on his way to San Francisco,
where he planned to settle permanently.
"[When I arrived in Washington] my cousin was
managing the food services up at Mount Baker so I decided to
live up there for the first winter I was here. I got to know a lot
of people in Bellingham through playing music," he said. "When
the ski season was over, I had already made a circle of friends
here and was playing music with people so I decided to stay

m

iround. I had na idea I would be living here nine years later,
]ut Bellingham is a great town. It's beautiful and there is a lot
]f creativity going on here."
It was through his involvement in the local music comnunity that MacMahon met then Mono Men members-and future
Double Wide

owner-Aaron Rhoeder

and

drummer Dave

^orrissette. When Rhoeder opened the tavern know renowned
or its garage rock mantras, MacMahon was hired on as a barender, janitor and bookkeeper. Today, MacMahon is seen serving
leers, when not on stage performing at the Double Wide.
When MacMahon learned his seemingly iimocuous
nfection was in fact cancer, it was the support of friends and famly, near and afar, that helped him through the radiation and the
mdless hours of illness associated with his treatment.
"The feeling and knowing that [a cancer patient] has
1 loving, caring support network of people around them is very

mportant for the patient, and it makes it a lot easier to deal
vith the ups and down associated with treatment," said Louise
Dranger,

an

oncologist

nurse

at

St.

Joseph

Hospital's

Dommunity Cancer Center in Bellingham. "Little things that peo]le can do mean a lot when you're not feeling good ... it can be
IS small as transportation to a doctor's appointment or giving a
lerson a call or a card. The feeling of being thought of and suplorted, through any difficult time, is significant."
MacMahon consciously decided not to tell his parents,
]oth in their 70s and still living in Ireland, about his cancer when
le was diagnosed and will not disclose it to them at all. He does
n't want to place undue tribulations on
either of them. Ironically, however, it
was his

mother whom he

gained

immeasurable inspiration from.
"A few months before I had my
testicle removed, my mother had a
breast removed. She was recovering
from breast cancer and at that time, I
was on antibiotics but didn't know I had
cancer,"

MacMahon

said,

the

mild

slouch of his shoulders was enhanced
by the barley-colored sweater

and

checked long-sleeve shirt adding to his
slight, but healthy, frame. "Her attitude
toward having breast cancer was amaz
ing ... When she was released from the
hospital after the surgery, the coun
selors were telling her 'when you get
home you are

going to

be

really

depressed and have this negative image
of your body,' and she said 'look, maybe
that is how you feel but when I get out
of the hospital today I'll be glad I don't
have cancer. And, so what? I'm missing
a breast.' She was just happy that the
cancer was caught in time."
Naturally,

MacMahon

wres

tled with bouts of depression, but
was kept "upbeat" by the positivity of
his support network.
"I'm too much of a chicken [to
:ommit suicide]," MacMahon said, a tenuous dose of laughter
nixed in with this declaration. "I am definitely way too curious to
;ee how the life story plays out...
"Some days you get out of the shower, you are feeling

great and you realize you only have one testicle. Just for a split second you go,
'oh, yeah, this sucks' But it isn't something that weighs me down."
MacMahon's surgical wounds

aren't completely healed, but the

removal of his testis hasn't precluded intimacy with his partner, although sensi
tivity has impeded the capacity to climax.
"The difference in function is not apparent. You still are producing
sperm, still having erections and are capable of having sex," he explained. "There
are the same sensations. The quality of cum is still the same. There are no appre
ciable differences or changes except that it is very sensitive.
"[I] couldn't have sex for two to three months after the surgery. I started
to have wet dreams again, and I hadn't had wet dreams since I was an adolescent."
The National Cancer Institute stresses that an operation to remove just
one testicle does not make a patient impotent and seldom interferes with fertility.
"I am a homosexual so it didn't make any difference to me in terms of
ability to procreate. Natural instincts are to procreate, and I'd love to have a child
and physically. I'm still able to ..." MacMahon explained. "Even though in all prob
ability I was not going to have a child, when someone tells you that you can't have
a child, that's not good. For women, it is a part of your bodily functions. It's part
of you. For a women, it'd be much more devastating than for a man."
The reproduction of music during the weeks of radiation and the
subsequent days of illness aided in MacMahon's recovery, as this time
proved fertile for inventiveness.
"There was nothing else I could do for a number of months, so I

wrote a lot of music during this period," MacMahon explained, his eyes momen
tarily fixated on the seasoned mandolin perched in the living room near the flora
on the heavy, retro-drapery. "All I wanted to do was get out and play music."
An affinity with Irish and American folk, in the vein of The Chieftans
and Doc Watson, MacMahon writes songs befitting this genre. The Elvi's, a
Bellingham Irish folk duo featuring Macmahon and Michael Costello, is a con
ducive outlet for MacMahon to stay true to his Irish roots. And MacMahon has
parlayed his musical prowess into organizing a series of benefit concerts at the
Double Wide with the proceeds going to assist local residents in need of finan
cial support to cover living expenses.

"Peader's

Ball/'

an

ostensibly

irreverent

spin

on

MacMahon's battle with cancer, was the first benefit show held recent
ly The show raised several hundred dollars for the Terry Podd
Foundation, a grass roots collective formed by Podd's family after the
Bellingham resident died in a motorcycle accident.
Although MacMahon continues to visit his neurologist and
oncologist, alternately every six months for check-ups, he is finished
with radiation treatment. There is no sign that the cancer has spread
or regenerated and his blood work is immaculate. Testicular cancer
is a "highly curable malignancy," said Gerald P. Murphy, M.B., and
Lois B. Morris, in the American Cancer Society's pamphlet. Informed
Becisions, in which the cure rate exceeds SO percent. It appears that
MacMahon is in that 90 percentile.
Alternative medicine and natural healing methods, includ
ing visualization techniques and yoga, coupled with an imperviously
positive attitude and inward glow manifested in outward optimism,
have seemingly contributed to MacMahon's contention that he has
"never felt better." MacMahon does, however, attribute a portion of his
recovery to the marvels of science and technology.
"We are lucky we are living in an age where, through
mathematics and physics, and science and medicine, we have this
understanding about how radiation can be harvested and harnessed
to take care of mutations," he concluded, as a broken ray of sunshine
illuminated his face. "Radiation is like the most elemental and impor
tant energy of the earth that has been harvested to help. People's
intent to cure you and their search to harvest this energy and radia
tion is just like a prayer. It's hope they harvest."

peripheral vision of fellow patrons relieving
themselves. I learned more taking a leak than
I did in four years at college.

Bars are bars.
By the time I knife through the fog of
Marlboro exhaust, try to imitate Tom Cruise's slick
pool CUB handling techniques from the "Color of
Money," suck the last drop of Busch Light from my
pitcher and ascertain which girl takes home the prize
for the thickest application of Revlon products, not
That was my assessment until the Busch
Light hit my bladder and I discovered the cornucopia
of entertainment waiting for me in the back of the
World Famous Up and Up Tavern. This extravagan
za of visual candy exists past the bouncer's watchful
eye, past the neon glow of Budweiser signs and past
the 10-foot high wooden Victor mousetrap mounted
on the brick fireplace in the middle of the bar. The
last bastion for saloon entertainment lies within
dank catacombs of the restroom-bathroom graffiti

Italian in Whatcom County." Glancing left, a
fellow barfly indicated, "Bon, I can piss hard
er than you punch." I'm no Smokin' Joe
Frazier, but that is a stream rivaling a garden
My personal religious concerns were
quelled by the revelation that "there is no God
and Jesus was a fag."
A red hand-drawn target with the
message "Masochists hit your head here" pro
vided an outlet just in case I felt the sudden
urge to inflict pain on myself.
As I zipped up and turned toward
das crappenhausen, big, red bubble letters
announced to the rest of the bathroom,
"Only Users

is a wonderful thing.
Approaching the entrance to the men's
lavatory, a sign provided two options:
crappenhausen

or

la

pissoire.

Luckily, la pissoire fit my needs because
das crappenhausen is never a good
option. It didn't make things any more
comforting seeing a bullet hole with the
ball point pen caption "Banger Zone"
resting inches below the sign.
As I turned the corner, my
eyes lifted from the uneven red and
gray paint-chipped floor past three
pearl-white urinals

cradling two wet

cigarette butts and a deodorizing mint,
to the cluttered wall space above the
o y n

black pen revealed that "Mario is the hairiest

hose with some impressive water pressure.

much is left to discover at a local tavern.

das

For instance, a scribbled message in

Lose

Brugs."

I

guess

that

explained why I haven't lost any mass
quantities of crack lately.
Spurred by the mind-blowing wall lit
erature I had just encountered, I read on. No $1
pitcher or Metallica tune could distract me from
my quest for toilet bowl titillation.
On my way to da crappenhausen, I
found the description of life I'd spent years
searching Washington state for: "Life is a shit
sandwich and we are out of bread," the graffiti
gods professed in thick black ink.
If I had a jungle pet, I would follow the
advice of the graffiti gods and "spank your 2nd
hand monkey." I agree,- if you don't discipline
animals how will they learn?

urinal. A small sentence read, "Why is

Turning my attention above the mir

this drinking fountain so close to the ground." At

ror, I found the direct culinary advice the Frugal

that moment, I realized I had discovered the holy

"PASTA IS GOOD," screamed the wall

grail of bar entertainment.
The bathroom's

Gourmet could not cook up.

Sistine

Chapel-like

mural of graffiti covered every inch of cream-col
ored wall space above the urinals. It even contin
ued onto the wooden barriers cleverly placed
between the urinals to cut down on unwanted

in bold, black capital letters. I always knew
Italian food tickled my taste buds, but this was the
type of confirmation that might send me scam
pering for the Olive Garden.

V

Although the impact of those nuggets
of advice could have kept me contemplating
until Saved By The Bell went out of syndication,
I couldn't help but wonder what the graffiti gods

With the graffiti tour coming to an uneventful

of the opposite sex could tell me. I had to break

would have thought Maya Angelou had graced

end, a number bolted off the wall next to the

on through and check the women's restroom.

the Up and Up with her presence.

rusty paper towel dispenser. "Ha Ha, I'm

Entering the shrine of female wall

Even though I staggered for

a

Shane K., I sneak into girl's Bathrooms, call

defacement, I could barely contain my excite

moment, exasperated by the literary genius of

ment. The fact that I was entering a women's

the work on the door, I managed to keep my

I was suddenly energized,- I could call

restroom without being shouted at gave me the

composure long enough to grasp the impor

chills by itself, and that's without even looking

and at least mess with someone. I jotted the

tance of the next statement stuck inches above

number down on a scrap of paper and shoved

at what decorated the walls.

the silver door lock. Among all the "suck this,

it, for later use, in the fifth pocket of my jeans.

eat this, lick this" rhetoric, came a moment of

Pulling a black Sharpie out of my back

Enormous,

red,

stenciled

letters

reading "WOMAN'S" greeted my arrival. The

clarity.

555-0233 for fun."

pocket, I decided to add to the mural of rants

chipped red and gray flooring matched that of

A simple white "Pregnancy and

and raves. My roommate Mike got added to the

the men's bathroom. A thick, cream-colored

alcohol don't mix" sticker shrugged off the

womens' bathroom wall with his number and

concrete wall separated the three stalls into

insane, immoral gibberish around it. My jaw

"B'l and tons of fun" written after it. I know him

two separate rooms. Although the wall ram-

dropped, I hesitated, and then I moved on to

well-I'm sure he'll overwhelm me with grati

blings lacked the volume of its men's counter

more "suck this, eat this, lick this" rhetoric.

tude.

part, the meaning behind the messages still

After all, I am a guy.

rattled in my subconscious.

still

stall. It reads, "Bathroom Graffiti, Very Interesting

As I opened the door of the first

engrossed by the creative motives behind

Shit, Klipsun Magazine." It's a haiku with perfect

stall, I glanced left and I saw that "Love is like

these ink-wielding artists, I dragged my feet

a Taco Bell fart." I had always heard "love

syllable agreement.

to the adjoining room where two stalls stood

stinks," but I think it is absolute genius to

Having made my valuable contribution, I

as unread as a Bible at a porn convention.

realized I had spent a personal record of 43 min

give the ambiguous statement a more pro

Ignoring the

like

utes in the bathroom-a women's one at that. With

found, burrito supreme-like quality.

"Sometimes being a bitch is all a woman

the record firmly under my belt, I tucked my

Swiveling my head to the right, I

has to hold onto," I found that even sports

Sharpie back in my pocket and made my get away.

came to the realization that women deserve

made its way into the realm of women's

Stepping back into the bar, I steadfastly

their reputation as sensitive poets who are

wall fiction.

in touch with their innermost being.
Poems shrieked off the swinging

Becoming

I also added my own poem in the second
sluggish

less poignant

but

quotes

One side of the stall read, "To
play toilet table tennis see other side."

fought the urge to use the knowledge, wisdom and
analogies I had just acquired. I could never enter a
bar again without the lure of bathroom graffiti yank

door like 12-year-old girls at a Hanson mall

After flopping my tired head to

concert. I was enthralled by the rhythmic

the other side I found text reading, "To play

intricacy of "Five feet two, eyes of blue, but

By the way, I tried to call Shane K., the

toilet table tennis see other side." This back-

oh what five feet can do" and "Twinkle,

women's restroom groupie, and he was unavailable.

and-forth motion is just the sporting action

twinkle little dink. I'm not as drunk as you

But my roommate's number is still available-give

women need while sitting in a stall in a

might think." If I hadn't known better, I

him a call.

drunken stupor. This sport blows Jenga out

ing me towards the walls of the john.

of the water.
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My Eyes scanned the litany of figures, each line representing
an expense incurred by my parents in preparation for my sister's wed
ding. Cake, music, flowers, dress,- all unspoken necessities for little
Sarah's future happiness. I continued on down the line,- tuxedos, food,
wine, minister-and then I paused.

not divinity, theology, religion or whatever else the holy folk go to school
for, I was a bit cynical of her claim.
"C'mon Lorna," I said, being very careful to mask my disbelief,
"quit bullshitting."
Lorna looked at me with disdain, obviously not impressed by my

The minister gets paid?

tactful approach. She then went on to explain to me she had received her ordi

I was always under the impression that performing weddings was

nation from the Universal Life Church, an organization that gives ministerial

part of a minister's job description, like attending spaghetti dinners and dabbing
babies with ice-cold water. I had no idea they were getting paid for it. I let my

I eyes wander to the right,

and to my amazement, I found that not only were
ministers getting paid, but paid well. Spend twenty minutes reading out of a lit

tle brown book and the ol' minister goes home $150 richer.
I began to feel guilty pangs of jealousy. I figured outside of sun
dered activities not sanctioned by our legal system, there was no way I
I was ever going to pull that kind cash-to-effort ratio. I mean, I know these

credentials to anyone that passes a simple test.
A test. I knew there was a catch. I learned everything I know about
religion from watching "The Ten Commandments" on television, so unless they
asked me if Moses was in "Planet of the Apes," I could color myself screwed.
"What kind of test," I asked, fearing her answer.
"Well," she replied, "you have to know your address, and you have
to have a stamp."
"And this is on the level?" I asked.

folks walk with God or commune with Allah or whatever, but it still hardly

"They made The Rolling Stones ministers," she replied.

seemed right. I grumbled slightly to myself, cursed my somewhat-less-

"Well," I thought, "if it's good enough for Mick and Keith ..."

than-spiritual lot in life and filed the memory away in the things-that-bug-

So gleefully I filled out the postcard Good Cousin Lorna gave me

[me wing of my subconscious.

with my pertinent information. I affixed my Elvis commemorative to the top

Several months later, while pretending to be so very close to

right corner, dropped it in the mailbox and waited to become a Man of God.

the relatives I see twice a year, a cousin of mine told me she had become

The weeks passed and nothing happened. Every day I would

a minister. Knowing she had received her degree in ocean kayaking and

check the mail but to no avail. I was beginning to feel like one of those
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kids who sends away far X-ray specs that never arrive.
Finally after I had given up hope and finished mourning the loss
of my stamp/1 received a package in the mail from ULC International
I Headquarters in Modesto, Calif. Not recognizing the name ULC, 1 halfheart

building, I was a bit surprised to find a large, modern glass and stone
building. Its decor was modern art on warm, earth-tone walls. I expected
government-green paint chipping on worn marble floors and faded pic
tures of ex-presidents and national monuments staring at me from the

edly opened the package expecting to find that I might already be a winner,

walls. This hardly felt like a government building at all. It was only when

or that I could now call Chile for a dime a minute.

I sat down for my indeterminable wait in the mandatory government

Instead, I found a letter from Rev. Kirby Hensley, the founder of the

Chair of Pain that I felt like I was in the right place.

Universal Life Church welcoming me as their newest clergyman, a ministerial
handbook, chock full of items and literature available at a modest price and a
I real-life, suitable-for-framing Certificate of Ordination.
Now at this point, I had not yet made the rm-a-minister/big-wed

After a short or long wait, (time means nothing in one of the
Chairs of Pain) I was escorted through a labyrinth of cubicles to the
work area of Ladonna Knutson, the Public Services Supervisor for the
Whatcom County Auditor's Office.

ding-bucks correlation. I sent the card in on a whim, thinking it might be kind

Knutson was obviously a woman of some importance because

of cool to be referred to as "The Reverend Steven," but my thinking (as is so

she had the biggest cubicle I had ever seen—at least twice as large as

often the case) had not extended much beyond that.

her nearest competitor. The next step for her was clearly going to be an

However, the handbook, 40 cheaply printed pages stapled twice at
I the spine, informed me that as a minister of the Universal Life Church, I was
entitled to "perform baptisms, funerals, and weddings."
Weddings! Immediately those little dollar signs rolled into my

actual office with a door and everything.
I glanced around her desk at the many pictures of her family and
her little inspirational notes, and I began to chicken out. I started to feel this
was not a woman who was going to be amused when I told her I was a mail

eyes, just like a cartoon bunny. I could see the easy money calling to
I me just over the horizon.

order minister, and I wanted to start marrying folks. So I switched gears.

My wife snapped me from my reverie, wiping the drool that was
I starting to form at the corners of my mouth.

research on mail-order ministries."

"Do you really think the/U let any idiot off the street marry people,"
I she asked, "much less you."

"I'm a writer for Klip sun magazine," I said, "and I'm doing a little
I figured this was not exactly a lie.
"I was wondering," I continued, my palms starting to sweat a
little at the semi-falsehood I was perpetuating "about the legality of wed

Although stung by not being included in the idiots off the street
I group, I had to admit she had a point. It did seem unlikely that

dings performed by these ministers."

Washington state was going to grant me the power to completely screw
I up a young couple's lives-but I was still hopeful.

conversation in the office, but that in the end, regardless of their personal feel

So I decided to make a trip to county courthouse to check on
the legitimacy of my new-found holiness. Having never been to the county

Knutson explained that this was a subject that had garnered some
ings, it was decided these marriages were in fact legal. The deciding factor
was a statute, which declared that any wedding assumed to be legal by the
participants would be considered legal by the state. I was so excited I could

larely sit in my seat (this one was surprisingly comfortable^nd rushed from her impossibly large cubicle as soon as etiquette alloweL.
The only thing left now was to find a willing couple. Valentine's Day was just around the corner, so I assumed this would be the easiest]
part of my task. As it was to be my first ceremony, I was even prepared to do it gratis. I began to ask around.
"Hey," I called to a young man I had seen walking around campus in a love-struck daze for several months "you wanna get married?"
He thought I was proposing to him and began to run away in fear. I hurriedly cleared up his misconception, but by then the damage
had been done. He walked swiftly away from me, glancing over his shoulder from time to time to make sure I wasn't following him.
Next, I asked a female friend with whom I had shared several classes. She also thought I was proposing and pointing to my wedding
ring, reminded me that bigamy was illegal. Dnce again I explained the situation, and she laughed.
"That's great Steven," she said, rolling her eyes at me "but I don't even have a boyfriend."
Over the next several days, I managed to ask everyone I knew, but to no avail. I was becoming frustrated. People were
taking this whole sacrament of marriage thing way too seriously, and it was starting to put a cramp in my money-making plans. It
was time for me to pull out my trump card. I called my friend Terry in Olympia, who had been living with

hisgirlfriend Brooke for

seven years. If any pair were ever a prime target for wedded bliss, it was them.
It never occurred to me that a couple who has lived together for seven years without getting married might like it that way. Dnce
again. The Reverend Steven, Mr. Marryin' Guy, went down in flames.
And so I remain a minister without a cause, unable to perform the ceremony for which I feel destined. Perhaps it's karma, paying me
back for spitting in the winds of marital tradition. Dr perhaps people find it as hard to believe as I did that I am able to legally join two people in
jwedded bliss. Whatever the reason, I continue to wait, secure in the faith that someday, someone will let me marry them, and perhaps they'll
leven let me charge them $150 for twenty minutes work.
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Fluorescent blue and red lights flash upon the woman as she slowly,
provocatively slides her red sequined bikini top from her tanned shoulders. She
begins sliding against the dirty, fogged-up mirrors that line the red, 8-by-lD-foot
stage, making little eye contact with the dozen men sitting at the bar below. Her
body glides in sync to the music pulsating off the black walls.
Groping her bare breasts and licking her lips, *Bunny slinks across the
stage. This 2D-year-old brunette hopes to make a nice chunk of money tonight. Still
wearing the bottom half of her bikini, the slim, 5-foot tall dancer begins removing
jher black 5-inch stiletto heels. The room is void of catcalls or whistles-the men are
too busy staring, completely awestruck by this woman.
Bunny, who has worked as a stripper for more than a year, is definitely
not one of the "'three ugly ones" at the Deja Vu Showgirls strip club, known for its
motto: "Hundreds of Beautiful Girls and Three Ugly Ones."
Nestled on the corner of Denny Way and Aurora Avenue in down
town Seattle, this 18-and-over club is located right next to the Holiday Inn
Express, across from the neon-flashing sign announcing the Elephant Car
Wash. The club is open seven days a week until 2:30 a.m.
At the foot of the stairway leading to the stage, *Jewel, a Marisa
Tomei look-alike and one of Bunny's co-strippers, patiently awaits her turn.
Jewel is a married medical student at the at the University of Washington and
is currently completing a medical internship.
"I hope I make a lot of money tonight. One of my regulars is coming
in," Jewel tells one of her co-workers, scanning the room with her hazel-green
eyes for a potential "lap dance" partner.
While waiting for their turn on the stage, strippers wind their way in
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between the rows of metal, fabric-covered chairs. Breasts thrust forward and bend

1

ing over, the scantily-clad women place their professionally manicured hands on
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shoulders and whisper an invitation to visit with them in the V.LR
Couch Room.
For $20 a patron can have a stripper all to himself for a single
song in this dark, private room, lit only hy a purple fluorescent glow But
strippers at this type of club must be careful. When giving lap or couch
dances, they must not make eye-contact with their "client for more than 5
seconds. If they do, they will be breaking state law. If an undercover cop
visits the club and discovers the girls aren't abiding by the law, the club
could be shut down.
The law also requires strippers to sign in and out daily on a log.
The log is given to the police department not only for safety purposes, but
also to make sure the ladies dancing are at least 18 years old.
A patron may also opt to buy his chosen stripper a $10 "ladies
drink" and chat for a while. Although an alcoholic drink might be very
appealing, the strippers must suffice with a juice or soda because state law
does not allow alcohol in strip clubs. During drink time, which lasts for a
song, the stripper must pay undivided attention to her customer. After all,
one drink might lead to another, which means more money for the stripper.
Shawna Romasanta, who worked for six months as a bartender
and waitress at the Seattle Deja Vu, says girls at the Seattle club make
anywhere from $60 to $1,D0D a night in tips. Strippers also receive gifts
from patrons such as flowers and stuffed animals. "One girl even got a
computer from one of her regulars," Romasanta says.
"The only reason we are out there is to make money,"
Bunny says, declining to comment on how much she currently
makes working 24 hours each week at the downtown Seattle club.
But she does say it wouldn't be hard for her to buy a house in the
next couple of years.
Strippers do have to give up some of their profits to per
form onstage, though.
Relying solely on tips because they aren't paid hourly, the
dancers must pay "rent" for the stage and the various rooms. Each
girl must give a specific amount-from $5 to $65 a night-to the club
manager based on the number of lap and couch dances performed
and the quantity of "ladies drinks" she was treated to that evening.
Also, each stripper must buy a mandatory $128 state entertainer
license in order to dance and perform.
After her performance onstage. Bunny heads for the showers.
Not only might she make a few more bucks from her "wet and wild" show
er show, but the refreshing sprays of water from the shower might also
allow her to cool of and relax after all of the sliding and "humping" she just
conducted onstage.
Bunny has wanted to work as a stripper since she was 5 years
old. "It stemmed from a need for attention," she says honestly.
In addition to the dancing. Bunny likes the flexibility of the job
and the opportunity to be her own boss. She also likes the atmosphere.
"There is not that vibe anywhere else," she says dreamily.
"I'm a big flirt-I like to dress sexy," Bunny says. "I can be
myself. I feel at home in the strip club. In everyday life people are weird

------------------------------ ---------------------------------- ------

with sexuality. Ifs all good in strip dubs."
Bunny's shower is announced. Half the
young men at the front bar almost jump from
their seats, anxious to get a look at this dancer
some more while she soaps up.
Bunny tried two quarters at a Washington
community college but decided it wasn't her thing. ''1
don't see that there is anything I need to learn to
make money. 1 have absolutely no drive to go to
school for a degree.''
When the girls need a break from the

There are no tryouts for the part. As long as you have an "DK face and you aren't too
overweight, you're in," Romasanta says. The interview only consists of the manager
checking for proper I.B. and questions regarding dance experience.
However, a stripper should be outgoing, motivated and self-assured if she
wants to succeed. "If you don't have a high self-esteem, the other people are going to
walk right over you," Romasanta says in a no-nonsense way.
Self-described as outgoing, laid-back and confident. Bunny adds, 'Tou can't
take anything personally in this business at all."
Romasanta dropped out of San Francisco City College and the American
Conservatory Theater, where she studied acting, because she was having too much fun
working as a stripper/dancer at the Hungry I in San Francisco. "I liked the money but that

crowd, they head backstage to the dressing room.

was secondary ... I liked dancing. I liked the job," she says frankly. "It's a total power trip."

There, in front of the mirror-covered wall, they primp

Romasanta worked at the Hungry I from 1991-1993.

and preen with curling irons and cigarettes in hand,

Romasanta describes her shows at San Francisco's Hungry I as more like the

make-up-bag contents strewn in front of them on the

burlesque, elaborately-costumed shows of the 1950's-shows with stars like Gypsy Rose

tan laminated countertop. Smoke swirls about the

Lee. These shows are what first piqued her interest in the dancing and strip world.

room. With their backs facing the two dozen gray

Romasanta did not like telling her parents about her new job. It was a year

metal lockers covered with Beja Vu advertisements,

after she first started working at the world-famous Hungry I that she finally took her mom

the girls joke about everything from cellulite to

on a tour of her workplace to tell her mom about her dancing and stripping job. After

breast-cup size and their ''regulars.''

some initial shock and embarrassment and some standard motherly advice, her mom

After their six-to-eight-hour shifts are over,
bouncers walk the girls out the door. The large,

accepted her independent daughter's chosen line of work.
But Romasanta's dad had a completely different reaction. A strict Italian who

intimidating men escort them to their car or cab, but

wouldn't even let Shawna talk on the phone to a boy until she was 17 years old, he

after that, they are on their own. 'Tou have to be

disowned his daughter for more than a year.

cautious, but you have to be cautious anywhere you

"I didn't even tell him about my job. My old senile landlady got mad at me one

go," Bunny says with a no-nonsense attitude. "I feel

day and took it upon herself to look at my application and call my dad to tell him where I

pretty much in control with a lot of people ... wherever

was working," Shawna says. '"Are you showing your breasts to men?' were his exact

Igo.^

words ... I told him I was proud of what I did and that I loved it... he said I had to quit the
Going nude doesn't seem to be as

great of a concern at the Seattle Beja Vu as it is
at the Everett Beja Vu, which was supposed to
switch from nude to bikini-clad dancing in 1S95
in order to abide by a new city code. But
because the Everett club failed to abide by the
new "dress code," the company was hit with
fines totaling almost $300,000 after challenging
the ordinance in federal court last July.
No couch or lap dancing is allowed at the
Everett Beja Vu. An incident at this club involving an
offer of prostitution to an undercover police officer
helped to spawn the city's law regarding nude dancing.
In January, the City of Everett passed the
4-foot rule. This new law requires dancers to stay at
least four feet from customers while working. Bunny
fears such legislation might occur at the her club in
the near future, but so far, no such laws exist at the
Beattie Beja Vu.
Almost anyone can become a stripper.

next day or he would never talk to me again. He disowned me for the next year."
Bunny, who plans on stripping for two more years, has yet to tell her parents
about her job at Beja Vu. "They think I train salespeople," she laughs.

